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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, almost-split sequences have been used as a major tool 
in the study of module categories over artin algebras. Theimpact of these 
techniques on group representations has been less ignificant, partly 
because ofthe relatively advanced nature of that field, However, ecently 
there has been a growing awareness ofthe potential of such functorial 
methods in the investigation of group algebras (e.g., see[6]). Inthis paper 
we present some applications of almost-split sequences to the area of 
modular and integral group representations. Of particular interest i  the 
widely used yet little understood tensor p oduct operation. The problem 
here is that here exist few methods for decomposing a tensor p oduct into 
a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Throughout this paper we assume that R is either a complete discrete 
valuation ri g of characteristic zero whose residue class field has charac- 
teristic p > 0, or R = K is a field ofcharacteristic p >O. Let G be a finite 
group. We begin with some general criteria forwhen the tensor p oduct of
an RG-lattice with an almost-split sequence issplit. In Section 3 it is shown 
that if the almost-split sequence for the trivial RG-lattice is t nsored with a
lattice A4 then the result iseither split orequivalent modulo an injective 
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factor tothe almost-split sequence for h4. Moreover the tensor product 
sequence fails tosplit fand only if the trace map Tr: Hom,(M, M) --) R is 
a split epimorphism. In case End,(M)/rad End,(M) has dimension e, 
the trace map is split fand only ifp does not divide the R-rank of M. The 
theorem in this case was first proved by David Benson [S] using other 
methods. Applications of this result are xplored inSection 4.
Assume that R= K is a field. In Section 5 we present a new proof of 
Peter Webb’s theorem [14] that he heart of the projective cover of the 
trivial module is indecomposable except when p = 2 and the Sylow 
2-subgroup f G is dihedral or C2 x C,. The important point here is that if 
the middle term of the almost split sequence for K is decomposable th n it 
must be the direct sum of two endotrivial modules. Inthe last section we
present some interesting co sequences forgroups with dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroup. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
An RG-lattice is anRG-module which is free as a module over R. All at- 
tices and modules will be assumed to be finitely generated. LetY(RG) 
denote the full subcategory f RG-modules consisting of the RG-lattices. If 
R is a field then Y(RG) is the category ofall finitely generated 
RG-modules. Recall that if A and B are RG-lattices, then A@,B and 
Hom,(A, B) are RG-lattices by means of the operation of G given by 
g(a@b)=gu@gb and (gf)(a)=gf(g-‘a) for all gEG, UEA, bttB and 
SE Hom,(A, B). Throughout the paper A@B means A@ RB. The functor 
Hom,( , R): Z(RG) --, Z(RG) is a duality because the lattices are R-free. 
Here R denotes also the trivial RG-module. Let A* denote Hom,(A, R). 
The following are well-known functorial somorphisms which we will 
usually view as identifications. 
A* @ B + Hom,(A, B) (2.la) 
given by (f@b)(u)=f(u)b forfeA*, SEA, beB. 
A 0 B -+ Hom,(A*, B), 
given by (u@b)(f)=f(a)b. 
(2.lb) 
v: Horn&A @B, C) + Horn&A, Hom,(B, C)) 
given by (v(g)(u))(b) = g(u63 b) for gE Horn&A 0 B, C). 
(2.lc) 
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Hom,,(X@A, Y@ R) z Horn&X@ A, Hom,( Y*, B)) 
z Horn,& Y* 0 X@ A, B) 
r Hom,,(Hom,( Y, X)OA, B) 
z Hom,&Hom,J Y, X), Hom.(A, B)) (2.ld) 
obtained from (2.lak(2.lc). 
Horn&X, Y@ B) 1 Hom,,(Hom,( Y, X), B) 
which is obtained from (2.ld) byletting A = R. 
(2.le) 
We say that asequence ofmorphisms A -+ rB + g C is exact in 9(RG) if 
it is exact as a sequence ofRG-modules. A morphism g: B + C in Y(RG) is 
said to be right almost-split provided itis not a splittable epimorphism and
given any morphism h: X + C, XE Z(RG), which is not a splittable 
epimorphism we have a morphism j: X + B with gi = h. It is well known 
that if g: B --) C is right almost split then C is indecomposable. Suppose 
that 
0-A ’ rB g *C-*0 (2.2) 
is exact in Y(RG). Then (2.2) issaid to be right almost-split if g sright 
almost-split, and itis said to be an almost-split sequence ifit is right 
almost-split and A is indecomposable. If (2 2) isalmost split then A = r(C) 
where r(C) =s2*( C)if R is a field [2] and z(C) =52(C) if R is a discrete 
valuation ri g (see [1 ] or [ 131). Recall that sZ( C) is defined tobe the ker- 
nel of the projective cover P + C and an(C) =!.2(SZn- l(C)) is defined 
inductively. If C E U( RG) is an indecomposable nonprojective lattice th n 
so also is O”(C) for all n> 0. Finally, if C is an indecomposable nonprojec- 
tive RG-lattice th n ExtX,(C, zC) has a simple End&C)“P-socle. 
Moreover the xact sequence 0 -+ rC -+ B -+ C -+ 0 is almost split nY(RG) 
if and only if it generates heimple End,,(C)“P-socle. In particular a non- 
split exact sequence 0 -+ rC + B --) C + 0 is almost split fand only if any 
endomorphism of C, which is not an isomorphism, can be lifted to B. 
With these preliminaries in mind we now point out properties of 
almost-split sequences which give some motivation f rthe main results of 
this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 0 + TC + E --) “C + 0 be an almost-split sequence 
in Y(RG). For any XE 9(RG) the following are equivalent. 
(a) C 1 End,(X)@ C (i.e., C is a direct summand of End,(X)@ C). 
(b) The sequence O~XO~(C)~XOE~‘~‘“X~CCO does not 
split. 
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(c) Zf 0 -+ A + B + C + 0 is any nonsplit exact sequence in 8(RG) 
ending in C, then the tensor product sequence 0+ XQ A + XQ B+ 
X@ C + 0 does not split. 
Proof: To prove that (a) is equivalent to (b) we look at the following 
commutative diagram. The vertical identifications re given by (2.1). 
Horn&X@ C, X8 E) + Horn&X@ C, X@ C) 
Horn&End.(X) 0 C, E) -+ Hom,,(End,(X) 0 RC, C). 
Because r~: E + C is right almost-split, the bottom row, and hence also the 
top row, is not an epimorphism if and only if C ) End,(X) @I R C. 
Now assume that 0+ A + B + C + 0 is exact and not split ny(RG). 
From the definition of almost-split sequences we have a commutative 
diagram 
Tensoring with X we get he diagram 
04 XQA +X@B-X@C+O 
I I /I 
O-,X@zC-+X@E-+XQC+O. 
The top row does not split because the botton row fails tosplit. Hence (b) 
implies (c). That (c) implies (b) is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 0 + tC + E + 0 C + 0 be an almost-split sequence 
in .9(RG) and let X, Y be RG-lattices. The lattice C is a direct summand 
of Hom,(X, Y) if and only if the induced map Horn&Y, XQ E) + 
Horn&Y, XQ C) is not an epimorphism. 
Proof: By (2.1) wehave a commutative diagram 
Horn&Y, XQ E) --f Hom..( Y, XQ C) 
II II 
Hom..(Hom.(X, Y), E)+Hom..(Hom.(X, Y), C). 
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Since E + C is right almost-split, it follows that he bottom ap is an 
epimorphism f and only if C is not a summand of Hom,(X, Y). 
Combining Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 we get 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let C be a nonprojective indecomposable RG-lattice. 
For any X in 3(RG) the following are equivalent. 
(a) C is not summand of End,(X)@ C. 
(b) C is not a summand of Hom,(X, Y) for any RG-lattice Y. 
Proof Let 0 -+ rC -+ E + OC + 0 be the almost split sequence. By 
Proposition 2.3, we know that C is not a summand of End.(X)@ C if 
and only if the epimorphism 1 @fi: X@ E + X@ C splits. But1 @fl is 
split f and only if the corresponding morphism Horn&Y, X@ E) + 
Horn,& Y, X@ C) is an epimorphism for all Y in Y(RG). By 
Proposition 2.4 this is equivalent to C not being a summand of 
Hom,(X, Y) for all Yin y(RG). 
We end this ection bypointing out the following easily verifiable con-
sequences of the above discussion. We leave the proof to the reader. 
THEOREM 2.6. The following are equivalent forany X in Z(RG). 
(a) R I End,(X). 
(b) C 1 End.(X)@C for all C in 9(RG). 
(c) For any RG-lattices A and C, the natural homomorphism 
Ext&(C, A) + Ext;,(X@ C, X@ A) 
is a monomorphism. 
(d) If 0 + ZC + E + C + 0 is an almost-split sequence inZ(RG), then 
the exact sequence 
O-+XQzC+X@E-+X@C+O 
does not split. 
(e) If 0 + sR + E + R + 0 is the almost-split sequence for R in 
9(RG) then the sequence 
does not split. 
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3. SPLITTING TRACE LATTICE% 
In Theorem 2.6 we gave various criteria forwhen an RG-lattice has the 
property that R 1 End,(X). Inthis ection we present o her descriptions of 
this phenomenon. We begin with some preliminary observations thatwill 
be needed for the main theorem. We should mention that K. Roggenkamp 
and A. Wiedemann have independently obtained similar p oofs to 
Proposition 3.1 and part of Theorem 3.6. 
Let M be in Z’(RG). We denote by Tr: Hom.(M, M) + R the usual 
trace map, namely Tr(f) is the sum of the diagonal entries in a matrix 
representing he R-endomorphism f with respect to some R-basis for M. It 
is well known that Tr is independent of he basis chosen for its com- 
putation a d, because G acts by conjugation on Hom,(M, M), Tr is an 
RG-homomorphism, 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojective RG-lattice. 
The following are equivalent. 
(a) R I End,dW. 
(b) Zf 0 + zR + E + B R --+ 0 is the almost split sequence in T(RG), 
then the exact sequence 0 + zR @I A4 + E @ M --, B@ I M + 0 does not split. 
(c) Tr: End,(M) + R is a splittable RG-epimorphism. 
Proof The equivalence of (a) and (b) is a consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
It is obvious that (c) implies (a). Using the identification M@ R = A4 we 
have the following commutative diagram: 





Horn&M, MOE) % Horn&M, M), 
where $I) e2 are the usual isomorphisms given in (2.1). A straightforward 
calculation sh ws that $*(Tr) = Z, the identity homomorphism. Therefore 
(10 fi): MOE + A4 is a splittable epimorphism if and only if there exists 
a: End,(M) + E such that /?,(a) = /?a =Tr. However, this happens if and 
only if Tr: End,(M) + R is not a splittable epimorphism. 
We next recall without proof the following fact from linear lgebra. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be in Y(RG). There is a natural isomorphism 
0: Horn&M, M) + Hom,,(Hom,(M, M), R) 
given by O(f)(g) = Tr(fo g) for f E End,,(M), geEnd,(M). 
481/103/l-9 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let M he in Y(RG). If f grad Horn&M, M) then 
Tr(f)Em=Rad R. 
ProoJ: It is clear that m End,,(M) s rad End,,(M) =r. Since 
End,,(M)/m End,,(M) is a finite dimensional algebra over R/m it follows 
that (r)“cm End,,(M) for some integer n> 1. Therefore (f")(M)smM 
and the image of f in the finite dimensional R/m-algebra 
End cRlm ,&WmW . is nilpotent wi h zero trace. From the commutative 
diagram 
End,,(M)~End~,,,,,(M/mM) 
it follows that Tr( f) E m. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that 0+ zR 4 E -+ p R -+ 0 is the almost-split 
sequence in 6p(RG). Let M be an indecomposable RG-lattice. Then the 
morphism 
(10 B), : Hom,&W MOE) + Hom,,(M, M) 
induced from 1 Q /?: MQ E + M has the following properties. 
(a) Image (1 BP), contains rad End&M). 
@I lob’ is not a splittable epimorphism if and only if 
Image( 10/I), = rad End..(M). 
Proof We have the following commutative diagram 





Horn&M, MOE) % Horn&M, M) 
with 4,) & isomorphisms. Suppose that fE rad End,,(M). ByLemma 3.2, 
q&(f) is given by (&(f))(g) = Tr( f0 g) for all g E End.(M). Because 
f E rad End,,(M) we have that f0 g E rad End,,(M) for all gE End,,(M). 
Hence Lemma 3.3 implies that Image q&(f) c m. So q&(f) is not a split- 
table pimorphism and there exists h: End,(M) + E such that 
j?,(h) = bh = t&(f). Consequently f is in Image(1 @j?), and we have 
proved part (a). 
Since End,,(M) is a local ring, 1 @/I: MO E -+ M is not a splittable 
epimorphism f and only if (1 @ /I), fails tobe an epimorphism. Hence part 
(b) now follows from part (a). 
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Let 0 + zR + E + @R -+ 0 be the almost split sequence in9(RG) and let 
M be an indecomposable nonprojective RG-lattice. Tensoring weget the 
exact sequence 
O+M@zR--+ MOE ‘@‘BM--+O. (3.5) 
It is well known that M@ zR z zM@ L where L is an injective RG-lattice. 
Hence (3.5) can be written as
L= L 
0 0 
O+zM-E O’ b M-0. 
We say that (3.5) is almost-split modulo an injective factor if 
O+z(M)+E’+ B’M+ 0 is an almost-split sequence. It is easy to see that 
this happens if and only if 1 @J /?: MO E -+ M is right almost-split. 
Next we define anelement X in S(RG) to be splitting race lattice f Tr: 
End,(X) + R is a splittable RG- pimorphism. By Proposition 3.1, X is a 
splitting race lattice f and only if R 1 End.(X). Hence if pdivides 1 G 1 then 
no projective lattice s a splitting trace lattice. 
We now prove the main result ofthis ection. 
THEOREM 3.6 (cf. [S]). Let 0 + zR + E + PR -+ 0 be the almost split 
sequence inY(RG). Let M be an indecomposable RG-lattice. Th  tensor 
sequence 
O+M@rR- MOE lBB FM--b0 (3.7) 
has the following properties. 
(a) It is either split oris almost-split module an injective factor. 
(b) It fails tosplit fand only if M is a splitting race lattice. 
Moreover ifM is a splitting trace lattice andEnd,(M) gnR Q U, where 
RIU, and nR means the direct sum of n copies ofR, then 
n = Dim.,,(End.,(M)/rad End,,(M)). 
Proof. Suppose that sequence (3.7) does not split. Since MOzR E 
zM@ L where L is an injective RG-lattice, th  sequence (3.7) induces the 
exact sequence 
Hom,,(M, MOE) (‘@‘)*  Horn&M, M) + Extfp&M, zM) 
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of End,,(M)-modules. By Proposition 3.4 we have that Image( 1 O/Y?), = 
rad End,,(M). Therefore th identity element inEnd,,(M) generates he
socle of ExtX,(M, rM) which means that sequence (3.7) is almost-split 
modulo an injective factor. This proves (a). Part (b) follows from (a) and 
Proposition 3.1. 
Suppose now that A4 is a splitting trace lattice. W  have the com- 
mutative diagram 
Horn&End.(M), E) 8, Horn&End.(M), R) 
Horn,&&, MOE) % 
with $r, I,G* isomorphisms. Hence coker /I, zcoker( 10B), .Because M is 
a splitting trace lattice we know from Proposition 3.4 that 
coker( 1 @/I), =End,,(M)/rad En &M). 
Therefore we have the xact sequence 
Horn&End,(M), E) ‘* b Horn&End.(M), R) 
- End,,(M)/rad En ,,(M) --f 0. 
Assume that End,(M) =nR 0 U where R j U. Since 
Horn,& U, E) -+ Horn,& U, R) + 0 
is exact we have that 
Hom..(nR, E) A Hom..(nR, R)+ End,,(M)/rad En ,,(M) -+ 0 
is exact. Again since (3.7) is an almost-split sequence itfollows that 
Image 6= Hom,,(nR, m). Therefore 
nR/m(nR) zEnd,,(M)/rad En ,,(M) 
giving the desired result. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We keep the same hypotheses as in the previous section. I  this ection 
we use results such as Theorem 3.6 to explore some of the properties of 
splitting race lattices. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that M and N are indecomposable RG-lattices 
and that M is a splitting trace lattice. Zf R 1 Horn&M, N) or equivalently 
R 1 M*QN then MzN. 
Proof Let 0 + zR + E --+ sR + 0 be the almost-split sequence for R. 
Since R 1 Hom,(M, N) we have by Proposition 2.4 that (lo/?), : 
Horn&N, MQ E) + Horn&N, M) is not an epimorphism. Butbecause 
M is a splitting trace lattice 1 @I/?: MQ E + M is right almost-split by 
Theorem 3.6. Hence Nz M since N and M are indecomposable. 
As an easy consequence of this proposition we have the following special 
case of Corollary 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M be an indecomposable RG-lattice. Zf M is not a 
splitting trace lattice then R is not a summand of MQ N for any RG-lattice 
N. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be an indecomposable RG-lattice which is not a 
splitting trace lattice. L tN be any RG-lattice. Then no indecomposable sum- 
mand of MQ N is a splitting trace lattice. 
Proof Suppose L is an indecomposable summand of M Q RN and L is 
a splitting race lattice. Th nR 1 (MO NQ L*) which is a contradiction to 
Proposition 4.2. 
The following is essentially  restatement of some of the previous 
remarks ina slightly different context. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that L, M, N are indecomposable RG-lattice 
such that L is a summand of MQ N and L is a splitting trace lattice. 
(a) Then M and N are splitting trace lattices. 
(b) M* is a summand of L* Q N. 
(c) N* is a summand of L* Q M. 
Proof: Part (a) is proved irectly by Proposition 4.2. By hypothesis we 
have that R (L*QMQNzMQ(L*QN). By Proposition4.1, L*QN 
must have a direct summand isomorphic to M*. This proves (b) and the 
proof of (c) is similar. 
An immediate consequence of the proposition is the following: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that M and N are indecomposable RG-lattices 
and M is a splitting trace lattice. Thefollowing are equivalent. 
(a) MI MQN. 
(b) N 1 MQ M* and N is a splitting trace lattice. 
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So far in our discussion we have not given any “internal” criterion f r
when an indecomposable RG-lattice is a splitting trace lattice. The follow- 
ing shows that if the radical of the local ring End,,(M) has codimension 
one over R/m then such acriterion exists in terms of the R-rank of M. This 
happens, for example, when R/m is algebraically losed. 
THEOREM 4.6 (cf. [ 51). Suppose that M is an indecomposable RG-lattice 
such that he Rfm-dimension of End,,(M)/r isone. Then M is a splitting 
trace lattice if and only tf p, the characteristic of RJm, does not divide the 
R-rank of M. 
Proof Let I be the identity homomorphism in End..(M). Then 
Tr(1) = rank A4 is in m if and only if p divides rank M. Hence if p does not 
divide the rank of M then Tr: End,(M) -+ R is a split RG-epimorphism. 
Suppose that p divides the rank M. Every element f EEnd,,(M) has the 
form f= al+ g where aE R and f E r = rad End&M), by hypothesis. So 
Tr(f) =a Tr(Z) +Tr(g) is in m because Tr(Z)E m and Tr(g)Em by 
Lemma 3.3. Hence Tr(End,,(M)) c m and M is not a splitting trace lat- 
tice. 
The proof of the following s immediate. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose that RJm is algebraically c osed of charac- 
teristic p. For any indecomposable RG-lattice M the following are equivalent. 
(a) M is a splitting trace lattice. 
(b) The rank of M is not divisible y p. 
(c) R I End,(M). 
We now present some results concerning nonsplitting race lattices. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let M be any RG-lattice. Then MI Hom.(M,M) 0 M 
z MQ M* Q M. Consequently if0 + s(M) + E + M + 0 is the almost- 
sequence for M in T(RG), then 
O+r(M)@M-+E@M+MQM+O 
does not split. 
Proof Let {mi> and {A,}, i=l,..., t, bedual bases for M* and M. That 
is Ai( if i= j and 0 if i#j. Define $: M@M*@M+M by 
$(m@A@m’)=A(m)m’ for AEM*, m, m’EM. Let o: M+M@M*@M 
be given by o(m) = xi= I (m 0 Ai @ mJ. It can be easily seen that oand + 
are RG-homomorphisms and$0 is the identity on M. The last statement 
follows from Proposition 2.3. 
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We point out that here is no analog to Theorem 3.6(b) for almost split 
sequences of modules which are not splitting trace lattices. For suppose 
that G= (x, y) is an elementary belian group of order 4and R = K is a 
field ofcharacteristic 2. For a E K, let M,(a) be the KG-module of dimen- 
sion 2n such that relative to some basis the elements x and y act by the 
matrices 
where Z, is the nx n identity matrix and 
u,= L;.. 
L I 
. . . 
1 ci 
It can be shown that if m > n > 2 then 
M,(a) 0 M,(a) =M,(a) 0 M,(cc) 0 P, 
where P is a projective module [S]. The almost split sequence for M,(a) 
has the form 
O+M,(a)- M,+,(ol)OM,-,(a)- M,(cf)+O 
provided n >2. Then if n> 3 and if we tensor this sequence with M,(a), we 
get asequence whose middle term is 
M,(a)OM,(cl)OM,-,(cr)OM,-,(a)OQ, 
Q projective. Hence the sequence annot be written asa sum of split and 
almost-split sequences modulo projective or injective factors. The following 
hints that he above xample may be the rule rather than the xception. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Zf R = K is a field and if M is an indecomposable 
KG-module with p 1 Dim M, then MO M is a direct summand of 
MQM*QM. 
ProoJ As in the last proof choose dual bases {mi} and {A,}, i=l,..., t, 
for M and M*, respectively. L t +: MQ M* Q M + MO M be given by 
Il/(mQAQm’)=(4 )m m’, I(m’)m) and define c:MOM+ MQ M* Q M 
by c(m, m’) =xi m Q ;li Q mi + xi mi Q li Q m’. It is easy to see that $0 is 
the identity homomorphism. 
We end this ection with abrief discussion of the cyclic case. Suppose 
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that he Sylow p-subgroup of G is acyclic group of order p. If K is a field of
characteristic p thenevery nonprojective KG-module is a splitting trace 
module. Let K,(KG, 0) be the representation ring rGrothendieck ring of 
KG-modules modulo split exact sequences. It is the free abelian group 
generated by all isomorphism classes [M] of KG-modules M, modulo 
the group of all relations of the form [M] - [L] - [N], where 
0 -+ L + M + N + 0 is a split exact sequence. L tK,,( KG) be the Grothen- 
dieck ring of KG-modules modulo all exact sequences. LetK,(P, 0) be the 
subgroup ofK,(KG, 0) generated by the classes of projective modules. All 
of these groups become rings under the tensor product operation 
[Ml CNI = CM@ Nl. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let G be a Jinite group whose Sylow p-subgroup is
cyclic of order p. Suppose that 0+ Q2(K) + E + K -+ 0 is the almost split 
sequence for the trivial KG-module K. Let u = [K] + [Q2(K)] - [El. Then 
we have an exact sequence 
0 + K,(P, 0) + K,(KG, 0) ’ + K,,(KG, 0) g + K,(KG) + 0, 
where g is the usual quotient map and f is multiplication by u.
Proof We know that K,(KG, 0) is generated by all [Xi], [P,] where 
x 1 ,..., X, is a complete list of indecomposable nonprojective modules and 
P I ,..., P, is a complete list ofprojective ind composable modules. Let N be 
the kernel ofg. Because KG has finite representation type,the image off is 
equal to N. Hence we need only determine the kernel of f: If x= 
C ni[Xi] +C mj[Pj], then f(x) =C ni[Xiu] since [Piu] =0. But the 
elements [X,u] are linearly independent i  K,(KG, 0). Thereforef(x) = 0 if 
and only if nj = 0 for all i= l,..., t. 
Remark. The sequence inProposition 4.10 gives the lirst two steps of a 
minimal K,(KG, 0)-projective resolution of K,(KG). It would be interesting 
to know if it is possible to write down a complete r solution in this fashion. 
5. THE HEART OF P, 
To begin this section we assume that K is an algebraically losed field of
characteristic p >O. For any finite group G, the ring b(K) = 
CnP,, ExtgG(K, ) is a commutative finitely generated graded K-algebra, 
and as such it has an associated homogeneous affine variety V(K). Here 
V(K) is the set of all homomorphisms from b(K) to K with the Zariski 
topology. If M is a KG-module, let J(M) be the annihilator in B(K) of the 
ring &P(M) = Ext&(M, M). Because J(M) is a graded ideal in d(K) it has 
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an associated homogeneous subvariety V(M) in V(K). The varieties V(K) 
and V(M) are discussed in detail n[4] and [7]. The following results will 
be needed for this tudy. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L, M, and N be KG-modules. 
(i) V(M@ N) = I’(M) u V(N). 
(ii) F’(M@ N) = V(M) n V(N). 
(iii) V(M) = (0) if and only if M is projectiue. 
(iv) If 0 + L + M + N + 0 is exact, then V(M) c V(L) u V(N). 
(v) V(CY(M)) = V(M) = V(M*)for all n. 
(vi) If XE G is an element of order p if M,,, is a projective 
K(x)-module then V(M) is a proper subvariety of V(K). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M be a nonprojective ind composable KG-module 
and suppose that 
042*(M)+L-+M-+O 
is an almost-split sequence. Let L = L, @ *. 0 L, where ach Li is indecom- 
posable. Then for each i, either Liis projective or V(L,) = V(M). 
Proof By Lemma 5.1(i), (iv), and (v), V(Li) c V(Q*(M)) u V(M) = 
V(M). Suppose that L, is not projective. Let 
be the almost-split sequence. Then M is a direct summand of C and by the 
above argument V(M) c V(L,). 
Let K be any field ofcharacteristic p > 0. Let PI be the projective co r 
for the trivial KG-module K. Then K 1: Sot P, 2: P,/rad P,. Let E = 
rad P,/Soc P,. The almost split sequence for Q-‘(K) = P,/Soc P, has the 
form 
O+O(K)- P, @E ’ ~a-‘(K)+O, (5.3) 
where yI,,,, : P, -+ 52 -l(K) is the natural quotient and y ) E is the injection. 
Note that E has no projective submodules. 
Peter Webb in [14] gave acomplete answer to the question of when E is 
indecomposable. In what follows e present a very different proof of 
Webb’s result. Thekey ingredient is the following observation. Recall that 
a KG-module M is an endotrivial module provided 
M@I M* 2: Hom,(M, M) N KO (proj), 
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as KG-modules. Note also that o compute the varieties of modules we 
must extend K to its algebraic closure. However, this causes nodifficulties. 
We shall need the well-known fact hat an almost split sequence of
KG-modules splits when restricted to a subgroup H of G if and only if the 
end terms are not relatively KH-projective (e.g., see[14]). 
LEMMA 5.4. If E is decomposable th n it is the direct sum of two 
endotrivial modules. 
Proof It is easy to see that Eis indecomposable if G is a cyclic p-group. 
Likewise ifthe Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic then E is indecomposable 
by Green correspondences. Hencewe may assume that the Sylow 
p-subgroup of G is not cyclic. 
Suppose that E= E, @ ... Q E,, r3 2. If X= (x) is a subgroup oforder 
p then the sequence (5.3) splits as asequence ofKX-modules. Hence 
E, = Q,(K,) 0 Q; ‘(K,) 0 (proj 1.
Consequently at most two of the modules E, ,..., E, can be nonprojective as 
KX-modules. However by Proposition 5.2, V(E,) = V(K) for all iand by 
Lemma 5.l(vi), r = 2. 
Because the dual of (5.3) is itself, themodule E must be self-dual. 
Moreover Ei 1 X N a,(K,) 0 (proj). So Dim Ei = -1 modulo p and by 
Theorem 3.6, K is a component ofEi 0 E,? and the sequence 
is almost-split modulo an injective factor. Also (Ej @ Ei) 1X 2: K, @ (proj). 
By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, Ej @ Ei must have xactly one nonprojective com- 
ponent. Hence either E, 0 E, N K@ (proj) orE, 0 Ei N KO (proj). In 
either case Ei is an endotrivial module. 
Using Lemma 5.4, we present a sketch of a new proof of Webb’s result 
c141. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let K be a field ofcharacteristic p and let G be a finite 
group. Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup f G. The module E is indecomposable 
except inthe following cases: 
(a) p = 2 and Q is a dihedral group with 1Q 1 2 8. 
(b) p = 2, Q N C, x C2 provided K contains a primitive cube root of 1 
whenever No(Q) #C,(Q). 
Proof The problem is reduced tothe case G= Q by the use of standard 
induction and restriction echniques andGreen correspondences. Thi  
argument isin [ 141 and we will not repeat i here. The special case of (b) 
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arises from the fact hat, for Q 1: C2 x Cz, rad KQ/Soc KQ N K@K as a 
KQ-module, but this is irreducible as a KN,(Q)-module if N&Q) # C,(Q) 
and K contains no primitive cube root of unity. 
So assume that G= Q is a p-group. The case in which G is quaternion of 
order 8can be easily verified by elementary means. Hence we may assume 
that G is not cyclic, C2 xC2 or quaternion with order 8. We suppose that 
EN rad KG/Sot KG = E, 0 E,, 
where E, , E2 are endotrivial by Lemma 5.4. Then (Dim Ei)* = 1 mod 1 G I. 
SinceDimE=IGI-2wehavethatp=2andDimEj=-1+2”-’,where 
IGI=2”, for i=l,2. 
Let H be a noncyclic maximal subgroup ofG. When restricted to H the 
sequence (5.3) splits. So we may assume that E,, E2 are numbered so that 
E, IH = C’(K,), E, IH N Q(K,). Note that his implies that E, ~6 ET 
and hence E, 1: ET. It follows that he homomorphism 
is KH-split and its cokernel U is free as a KH-module. IfE, IJ N @(K,) for 
every maximal noncyclic subgroup Jc G then we conclude that 
V(U) = (0) and U is projective by considering the rank variety ofU (see 
[7]). Likewise ifG is a quaternion group then V(U) = { 0} because U, is 
projective and H contains the unique elementary belian 2-subgroup f G. 
If G is elementary belian then we must consider maximal shifted sub- 
groups (see [7]) to conclude V(U) = {O}. In any case this is impossible 
because Dim U= (l/2) I GI. So G is not a quaternion group and there 
exists a noncyclic maximal (possibly shifted) subgroup Jc G such that 
E, I J = L?(K,), E2 lJ = Q - ‘(K,). Hence E, , E, are cyclic modules and 
Dim(Rad KG/Rad* KG) = Dim(E/(Rad KG)E) = 2. 
So G is generated by two elements x and y, and G is not elementary 
abelian. If Z= H n J then E, I z N sZ( Kz) 2: D- ‘(K,) and Z = (z ) must be 
cyclic. Assume that H= (x, z), J= (y, z). It can be seen that G is not 
abelian d to finish t is part of the proof we need only show x, y can be 
taken to be involutions or that neither H nor J is quaternion. But again if J
is quaternion then U = coker(p) isa free KZ-module and also a free 
KJ-module. So /3 splits as aKJ-module. This is impossible. Th refore G is a 
dihedral group. 
We should note that he case of G being abelian could have been 
eliminated earlier n the proof by applying the classification of endo-trivial 
modules given in [9]. 
On the other hand suppose that G= (x, y 1 x2 = y* = (xy)*‘-’ = 1)is a 
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dihedral group of order 2”. Because x,y are involutions Dim KG(x + 1) = 
Dim KG(L, + 1) = 2”-‘, and since Q(K)=KG(x+ l)+KG(y+ l), 
Dim[KG(x + 1) n KG(y + l)] = 1. So 
E= Q(K)/Soc(Q(K)) 
KG(x+ 1) KG(Y+ 1) 
= Soc(KG(x+ 1)) @ Soc(KG(y+ 1))’ 
6. GROUPS WITH DIHEDRAL SYLOW ~-SUBGROUPS 
Let G be a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup S = (x, y ( x2 = y* = 
(XY) *“-I = 1 ), n 2 3. In this section we use the results of Section 5 to derive 
some theorems concerning KG-modules, where K is a field of charac- 
teristic 2. IfG = S some of these results follow from the work of Ringel 
[12] (see also [lo]). 
Let z be the involution n the center of S and let A, = (x, z), 
A _ I = (x, z). Let P, be the KG-projective co r of K, and let E = 
rad P, /Sot P, N E, 0 E _ i . Suppose that 
O+Q(K)+P, @E, @E-, +Q-l(K)+0 
is the almost-split equence. W  assume also that E, , E ~, are numbered so 
that 
Ei I A, =@WA,) 0 (PM ), Ei IA-, = Q-‘(K)@ (proj), 
i=l, -1. Note here that N=N,(S)=SxO,(N,(S)) and E, is the Green 
correspondent of the KN-module KS(x + l)/Soc(KS(x + 1)) on which 
O,(N) acts trivially. 
We should note that an immediate consequence of the above is the 
following well-known fact. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Any finite group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup has
two conjugate classes of Klein four subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The only indecomposable self-dual KG-module ofodd 
dimension s the trivial module K. 
ProoJ Suppose that M is an indecomposable se f-dual KG-module of 
odd dimension. If M is not irreducible theno projective module occurs in
the middle term of the almost-split sequence for Sz- l(M). That is, the 
almost-split sequence has the form 
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where L, is the nonprojective component ofM@ Ej. Because M is self-dual, 
(Q(M))* I: Q-‘(M), Dim Q(M) = Dim Q-‘(M), and L, @L- 1 is also 
self-dual. If L, were self-dual, then
Ll IAl =QOL,)O (proj) 
= CL1 IA,)* -Q-‘(MA,)O(proj) 
= Q2-2(Ll IAl) 0 (proj). 
So L, IA, is aperiodic KA,-module and the dimension ofL, is even. As this 
is impossible [7]we must have that L1 N LT 1 and Dim L, = Dim L_ 1. 
However, the ireducible map L, +Q-l(M) must be either a
monomorphism oran epimorphism [ 31. Since Dim L, = Dim Sz ~i(M) it is 
an isomorphism. The contradiction shows that M is irreducible. Mor over 
the only self-dual irreducible module of odd dimension isM = K (see [11, 
p. 1893). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Zf A4 is an absolutely indecomposable module of even 
dimension then F’(M) < V(K). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.5, the sequence 
O+O(K)@M+(P, @El @E_,)@M-+Q-‘(K)@M+O 
splits. Therefore either 
(MO El ) 0 (proj) = (Q(K) 0 M) 0 (proj) = Q(M) 0 (proj) 
or 
(M@E,)@(proj)-(52-‘(K)@M)@(proj)-SZ-’(M)O(proj). 
In the first case we must have that 
and M is periodic as a KA _, -module. This implies V(M) < V(K). The 
same argument works for the second case with A1 replacing A _ I. 
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